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Silent all these years lyrics deutsch

Forgive me but may I be you for a while? scusami ma posso essere te per un po'? My dog will not bite if you sit actually still Il mio cane instead of morderà se rimani fermo I got the Anti-Christ in the kitchen ' on me again Ho l'Anti-Cristo in cucina che mi urla in nuovo yes, I can hear that Sì, lo posso sentire Has been rescued again by the
salvata garbage truck in nuovo dal camion della spazzatura I got something to say you know Ho qualcosa da da dire sai But nothing came Ma non arriva nulla Yes , I know what you think I am, you never close Sì, so cosa pensi in me, not taci mai yes, I can hear that Sì, lo posso sentire But what if I mermaid ma se fossi una sirena In this
outer jeans with his name still on it? In a pair of questi jeans in lui con il nome di lei ancora sopra? Hey, but I don't care Ehi, non mi importa 'Punca sometimes Perché volte I say sometimes Ho detto volte I hear my voice sento la mia voice and he has Ed è stato Here Qui Silent all these years in si So you find a Quindi hai trovato una
ragazza girl who thinks really deeply about Che pensa pensa pensieri davvero profondi What's so amazing about really deep thinking? cosa c'è di così grandioso nei pensieri profondi? Slave boy, you best pray that I bleed real soon ragazzo, devi sperare che io sanguini presto How's the thought for you? Cosa ne pensi? My screams got
lost in the paper cup mio urlo si è perso in un bicchiere in the carta Do you think there is heaven Pensi che ci sia un paradiso Where some screams have gone? Dove sono infinity alcune urla? I got twenty-five dollars and a bunch of Ho venticinque dollarsi e un cracker Do you think it's enough Pensi sia abbastanza To get us there? So far
arrivare lì? 'Cause what if I'm a Mermaid Perché se fossi una sirena In a pair of jeans In her questi in lui With her name still on it? Con il nome di lei ancora sopra? Hey, but I do not care Ehi, non mi importa 'Punca sometimes Perché volte I say sometimes Ho detto volte I hear my voice sento la mia voice and he has Ed è stato Here Qui
Silent all this in silenzio tutti questi Year go by Gli anni passano Am I still going to wait for Aspetterò ancora For others to understand? Che qualcun altro capisca? Years away by Gli anni passano If I stripped my beauty Se ho perso la mia bellezza And cloud oren E le nuvole arancioni Rain on my head Piovono sulla mia testa Year go by
Gli anni passano Will I choke on my tears Soffocherò nelle lacrime noodles 'Til Fino quando rimarrà più niente? One more prey Un'altra vittima you know we are too easy, easy, easy Sai che siamo troppo facili Well, I like the way we communicate Beh, amo come comunichiamo Your eyes give a focus to the shape of my cute lips i tuoi
occhi si concentrano sulla forma divertente delle mie labbra Let's hear what you think now Sentiamo cosa pensi or mea mea mea baby, do not look for Ma, piccolo, non guardare in alto Sky drops Il cielo sta cadendo Your mother shows in the evil dress madre si presenta con un vestito provocante And it's your turn now to stand where I
stand è è il tuo turno at stare dove sto io Everyone sees' here Tutti ti guardano, qui Take hold my hand Prendi , I can hear them Sì, li sento But what if I mermaid ma se fossi una sirena In these jeans In questi tuoi jeans with his name still on it? Con il nome in lei ancora sopra? Hey, but I don't care Ehi, non mi importa 'Cause sometimes
Perché volte I say sometimes Ho detto volte I hear my voice sento la mia voice I hear my voice sento la mia voice I hear my voice sento la mia voce And it has been Ed è stato Here Qui Silent all these years in silenzio t questi anni I have been here sono rimasta qui Silent all these years in the search for silenzio silent silenzio anni this is in
the search for silent silenzio tutti all these years in the search for silenzio anni (3 comments) Silence All Year (live, 1991) Silence All These Years (TV performance, 1991) Silence All These Years (1992) Silence All These Years (music video, 1992) Silence All These Years (TV performances. 1992) Silence All These Years (TV shows,
1992) Silence All These Years (TV performances. , 1994) Silence All These Years (TV performance, 1996) Silence All These Years (TV performance, 1997) Silence All These Years (live, 1997) Silence All These Years (TV performance, 1998) Silence All These Years (TV performance, 2003) Silence All Year (live, 2005 official bootleg)
Silence All These Years (radio performance, 2007) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year , 2005) Silence All These Years (live, 2005) Silence All These Years (live, 2005) Silence All These Years (live, 2005) Silence All These Years (live, 2005) Silence All These Years (live, 2005) Silence All These Years (live, 2005) Silence All Year
(live, 2005) Silence All These Years (live, 2005) Silence All These Years (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live,
2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year (live, 2005) Silence All Year ( , 2005 official bootleg) Silence All Year Of The Year 2007, official bootleg, Tori set) Silence All These Years (2012) Silence All These Years
(radio performance, 2014) Silence All These Years (TV shows, 2017) In many ways, it's Amos' signature song. It wasn't his biggest hit but it was the song that turned to embody him. It was the one chosen to escape as one to benefit RAINN in 1997, which he played on TV scads and radio performances across his career, and who was
chosen as the main single for albums in the US and the UK (despite the UK's first release titled Me and Gun, tracked three on a four-track single that preceded with Silence. Although in the context of Little Earthquakes he was clearly granted iconic status, his video became the visual image of Amos's suspenseful center against the side of
the wooden crate getting adjusted as the album's cover. Like any try to formulate an artist in one song, it leaves a lot of out-indeed in many ways Silent All Year Is Tori Amos's very atypical song, although it's in many ways a single song, which by singleness is their nature. But this song is ultimately iconic and very relating. The corus—
Sometimes I hear my voice / / it has been here/silent for years—capturing the experience of discovering the strength and vision of someone who was previously unknown who is close to universally in women, and frankly not so unusual among men. What's easy to miss in the face of weight and this effect is how really weird all this is. Yes,
the decline in titles is a huge moment associated with effectively capturing important experiences in a way that has great cultural significance in the context of larger women in pop music. But let's look to the other end of the chorus, where Amos calmly asks what if I'm a mermaid/in these jeans by his name still on it? Sure, the images are
wearing your old boyfriend jeans and mostly dumped jeans that have the name of the former stitches on them at least emotionally accessible, if not exactly a universal experience, but ... a mermaid? I can continue—of course the first sentence gives some chance of extreme puzzles. But my point doesn't have a good laugh about how
Wacky Tori Amos is. For one thing, I actually don't think that's a fair description to him. It's certainly unfair to suggest any purpose in its chaos—the mermaid line may be odd, for instance, but it's the perfect reference of Hans Christian Andersen in the context of a larger song. For others, even if it is, it will not be interesting. Yes, it is strange
that a song as idiosyncratic as The Silence of All These Years is very influential as such. But if your reaction to that is to chuckle on the weird you definitely lose the point. What's the point, then? Well, for one point thing is that we may need a smarter way to talk about relevance than banal assumptions that it hangs on universal usability.
And Silence All These Years in many ways describes the flaws in that assumption. The song wouldn't work if amos's newly released voice was generic. The song requires idiosyncrasy—that the unclaimed voice becomes interesting, although unclear and strange. It can't be so alien as unparatable, but that accessibility has to come
overnight, and being I've felt like that compared to the one that depicts me. As always, Amos puts a lot of craft to make weird works. It is noticeable that, although the song is odd throughout, it is disproportionately odd in the first sentence, which offers a non-sequiturs chain including the emphasis that the anticrists scream at him from his
kitchen, that his safety lies in a garbage truck, and, perhaps most interestingly, that this is both quite routine for merit From there we go to musing as mermaids, and eventually to the decline of the title and the great moment of his trustworthyness. This does not signify the first time the song has offered listeners a toehold among Yes I know
what you think I/you never closed a couplet can also be attributed perfectly, but it still comes after anticrisy and garbage trucks. The song loaded its uniqueness, making sure to communicate I was absolutely odd clearly before offering listeners space in the middle of mermaids and antichrists. It's ironic, then, that a song as an iconic Amos
as Silence All These Years begins life as a composition for Al Stewart. It's not entirely clear how this works. On the one hand, Amos noted that he would compose a melody, not a lyric for Stewart. Instead, she tells the story of her boyfriend, Eric Rosse, listens to that song and tells her you're beyond your mind, it's your life story, which
suggests there must be a few words. In the end, it's hard enough to believe that Amos once suggested Al Stewart sneered the line of the best boy praying that I was bloody real soon that we might have to assume most of the lyrics weren't written for Stewart. The fact that it was written with Stewart in mind suggested the song, or at least
part of it, emerged from the early end of the Little-indeed Earthquake I might treat a little later than accurate. This is a song that belongs to Take to the Sky, with Amos making his own mission and manifestos statements, declaring the terms on which he meant to do business. But it's also obvious that the song arrives slowly, starting with
what Amos describes as a bumble bee piankle tinkle (You know that bumblebee song? I decided that the song tortured me so I'd pay it back) and build it out. It is noticeable that this meticulous constructton, as fits the song, completely focuses on its own internal aesthetic. Amos has said that the song has a certain story line going on
music that really antithesis what happens verbally. It's a counterpoint, pure and simple. But instead of french horns and selos or something, it's words and music. And I find it very interesting when an acoustic instrument has a knife out. And this track. But what is noticeable is how little work got into the context of Silence All These Years
with nothing else going on at the time. Amos noted that the musical influence of that time was in the midst of a transition from time with much emphasis on Depeche Mode and into Nirvana's time. And although it's safe to say that Amos is beyond the mold either (although eventually he will make a blatant response on both, for various
stages of success), it is worth emphasizing how unlike anything else in pop music All These Years are. Let's start with the Billboard Modern Rock chart where the song hovers below reaching for weeks, peaking at the 27th on a chart of 30 items in early May, 1992. To put it lightly, lightly, All These Years sounds like absolutely nothing else
on that chart. For one thing, it is the only song in that chart without drums; His sole percussion is a cymbal finger on three chorus beats that don't exactly dominate the mixture. Clearer, it's the only one with any leading piano. But the observation that Amos' musical style is idiosyncratic for that period barely a novel. Let's context him as best
as possible. The Modern Rock chart in May is as amos described it—the last gasp of a new 80s wave of jostling with the early emergence of a 90s alternative. As you'd expect from a guard change it was the last tendency to offer the most iconic songs, with Red Hot Chili Peppers Under the Bridge and Come As You Are Nirvana both
making appearances. The former, meanwhile, is a bunch of venerable acts that offer things other than their biggest hits—A cure with a song on Wish that's not my Friday in Love, along with second or third-tier songs from David Byrne, XTC, and Peter Murphy. Straddling the chronological gap is U2 with One, but it is noticeable that the gap
is just as geographically easily described, with an 80s side made up of British bands while the 90s are largely American. (Amos is America, but the Atlantic sent him to the UK to break out there first, so he failed to classify easily here in more ways than one.) Cynical as it might be, the most direct comparison point for Amos may be an act
with female vocaly. But here Amos is wildly single. Accompli's Fait curves have a dark swagger that Y Kant Tori Read fails so abjectly at, and tries to sell it as a harder cousin of a small earthquake may be a fun game over a drink. Someday Concrete Blonde will work if Amos displays any further southern influences. And Jah Wobble
Intruders Insight You heartly featured guest vocals from Sinead O'Connor, who is certainly worth comparing Amos to answer pressing questions like why tearing up pictures of the Pope and breastfeeding has a very different effect on your career, but that doesn't actually make similar songs. The selection of consensus for the most
comparable song to Silence All These Years is likely to be Into Flames. This leans hard into cynicism treating women as a genre, but that doesn't change the underlying similarities between Amos songs and the lyrics that opened Mom taught me to walk again. Women are not genres, but there are common concerns, and the agency's
upholding of a person is certainly one. Savvier selection may be one of two Sugarcubes songs to both featured Björk on the vocals instead of Einar Örn Benediktsson. Of course Sugarcubes shares Amos' readiness to just being odd, and Björk offers the same sense of single visionary to Amos, but again, the differences massively stem the
equation. (In song practice on the Modern Rock chart of the week that has the most fans boarding or dying for both him and Silence All These Years maybe They're The Giants' Statue of Got Me High. You might expect me to have some unique insight into why this is; I don't.) (OK, fine-perhaps notable that John Linnel, Björk, and Tori
Amos are, along with David Byrne, four songwriters on the charts most ready for just a weird flat-out. Sometimes different feelings are more important than accurate, verbal or musical mechanics, exactly how you differ. It may also be worth noting that both They May Be Giants and Tori Amos have their first Internet mention at
rec.arts.gaffa, a discussion group for the musical weird observed Kate Bush.) This is unusual for pop music, which tends to move in detectable waves. The greater narrative of post-punk British gave way to grunge and alternatives playing massively, with dozens of individual (and fan) artists sweeping together in his wake. Nirvana may
have breathened fresh air as the style of 80s began to run out of steam, but they didn't come from nowhere—they were the first big success of an existing music scene with clear roots of style and geography. For all their effects, they end up being replaced—taking them out and Pearl Jam, Soundgarden, and Alice in chains all still exist and
do a lot of the same cultural work. This is simply not true for Tori Amos. He can still be discussed in terms of influence and inspiration—ultimately we have to unravel that Kate Bush matters in a little more detail. But she's not the main advantage of shifting in music style (even as the next few years of pop music will prove very generous to
female singer-songwriters, none of them sound like her). He was his own thing, and had he gave up after Y Kant Tori Read instead of regroeving and reinventing himself there would be no replacement for him. In this regard it is appropriate that Silence All These Years becomes its signature song for a simple reason that it illegally matters.
More than any other artist in the wave of female songwriters mentioned above in the 90s, Amos is defined by the soles of his voice—with the fact that the musical forgotten universe doesn't sound like anyone else, and doesn't even worry about the same. Where most pop stars exist in a strange and complicated balance to and being an
aspirational figure, Tori Amos isn't quite one of these things. For all the flash of relevance and familiar experience in his work, he ended up being too strange for a project yourself to, either as he really understands how I feel about the figure or as a role model. Instead he sits on his own border which decompletes, not so much exploring the
possibility of being defining and discovering them with every step of the way.  Recorded in Los Angeles at Capitol Records in 1990, produced by Davitt Sigerson. A video directed by Cindy Palmano. The orchestral version was recorded at the Martian Engineering in 2011-12, produced by Tori Amos. Played throughout Amos's career.
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